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June 29, 2017 

 

Mark Bryan, MCIP RPP 

Senior Planner 

Town of Collingwood 

55 Ste. Marie Street, Unit 302 

Collingwood, Ontario   

L9Y 0W6 

 

 

 

Dear Mr. Bryan, 

 

RE: Trails of Collingwood  High Street 

Draft Plan Redline/Zoning Amendment 

TOC File  Nos: D1202312,  D00216 

  

This is further to recent discussions on the above-noted in light of follow-ups to our December 

15, 2016 Preconsultation Meeting with the Town.  Your records will show that our December 

2016 Preconsultation was in turn a follow up to our February 25, 2016 Preconsultation Meeting. 

Both meetings sought to address how best to address the matter of impacted soils resulting 

from historical agricultural practices on the subject lands. 

 

I believe that the net result of the December 2016 Preconsultation Meeting were a series of 

comments that lend support to the notion of retaining impacted soils in a location that is 

appropriately engineered within sound and acceptable environmental design and monitoring 

practices.  Without duplicating the proposal and the resulting requirements to the Draft 

Approved plan and zoning, I’m attaching my November 22, 2016 planners reporting letter. 

 

To add to that letter I’d offer the following planning commentary. 

 

Background 

 

The subject lands comprise approximately 7.6ha and are located on the east side of High 

Street, north of Telfer Road.  The lands have a development review and approvals history 

having the net result of being zoned for residential uses and, Draft Approved plan (2008) that 

has been granted approval extensions on two occasions.   The existing approved zoning and 

Draft Approval would enable development in the order of about 263residential dwelling units. 

 

The subject lands are designated for “Medium Density Residential” uses in the Official Plan. 
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The Owners have approached the Town on several occasions to review the matter of identified 

impacted soils that are the result of former agricultural uses.  Over the past several years, the 

Owners have investigated various methods of addressing these soils in order to proceed with 

development of the subject lands for the intended residential uses.  These soils are addressed 

by either removing them from the site or, dealing with them on-site.  Removal is extremely 

expensive to the point that development of the lands becomes non-viable.   

 

The alternative is to deal with the soils on-site by utilizing a process very similar to that which was 

used in the Shipyards development project in Collingwood. This alternative has been reviewed 

and assessed by the Owners engineers (WMI) and environmental consultants (Terraprobe). Both 

have concluded that it is entirely possible to properly collect and store impacted soils on an 

appropriately sized and located parcel of land within the boundaries of the subdivision.  

 

Proposal 

 

The subject applications seek a “Redline” revision to the approved Draft Plan and, an 

amendment to the zoning By-law.  The Redline seeks to modify existing Block 52 by reducing it 

in size in order to introduce a new Block 53 (see below). The “R3-27” lands comprise Block 52 in 

the Draft Approved Plan and are 2.3392ha in area. The proposed new Block 53 has been 

designed, located and sized to receive impacted soils from the remainder of the 

development lands. At 0.799ha, Block 53 will be engineered to safely create a usable public 

open space that can be aesthetically designed to integrate into the adjacent north block (a 

0.8248ha parcel).   
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In addition, the proposed redline introduces a phasing line to delineate a phase 1 boundary 

and a phase 2 boundary. 

 

The rezoning proposal seeks to zone what is the east part of existing Block 52, now proposed as 

Block 53 in the redline plan, from R3-27 to “REC”. 

 

 

Provincial Policy (PPS) and  Growth Plan 

 

The subject proposal is consistent with both the PPS and Growth Plan insofar as this application 

will result in development within a Settlement Area and on full municipal services. In addition, 

the subject application will maintain a density in keeping with land use policy direction 

encouraging densities that support efficient provision of a variety of public services along with 

community directions promoting planning principles such as “active transportation”.  

 

In terms of the natural environment, the subject proposal will result in fairly generous open 

space provisions along with the ability to meet contemporary standards addressing storm 

water management and drainage.  The proposal also includes provisions and requirements to 

meet provincial standards with regards to treatment of impacted soils. 

 

Town of Collingwood Official Plan 

 

The subject lands are designated “Medium Density Residential” having a specified density 

range of 20-50 units per ha.  The subject applications could result in density of about 31 units 

per ha. (please refer to the attached planning reporting letter).  In terms of land use the subject 

proposal would conform to the intent of the local Official Plan from a density, land use and 

housing form point of view.  There is no intent or need to amend the Official Plan. 

 

 

Zoning By-law and Draft Plan 

 

The subject lands are variously zoned “R3-26”, “R3-27”, “R3-28”, “R3” and, “EP” (see existing 

Zoning Map 18 excerpt below).  The proposed rezoning seeks to amend the “R3-27” zoned 

lands in order to introduce a “REC” zone adjacent and south the “EP” zone (note redline plan 

excerpt above). The intent of the “RC” zoned lands would be to zone lands for open space 

and parks purposes which would allow eventual use and conveyance of such lands to the 

municipality.  See proposal, above. 
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The proposed  “R3-27” zoned lands would result in Block 52 being reduced in area to 1.54ha.  

The proposed and adjacent “REC” lands would be identified as Block 53 and comprise about 

0.7992ha. 

 

 

Engineering 

 

As noted previously, the proposal has a basis in additional engineering investigations 

conducted through the offices of WMI and Associates (Barrie).   Attached is their reporting letter 

of November 1, 2016 confirming that the proposed location for the impacted “surficial soils” is 

appropriate in terms of size, location and use.  In addition, their associated “Phase 1 

Conceptual Servicing Plan”, Drawing PH1 and dated October 14, 2016 shows detail on the 

proposed Block 53 “REC” zoned parcel including cross sectional analysis, areal and volume 

dimensions.  

 

In addition, Terraprobe Geotechnical and Environmental Engineering have reviewed this 

matter and have concluded that the proposal to utilize Block 53 is feasible. Attached is their 

reporting summary dated October 24, 2016.  They state in Section 4 to their reporting letter that 

the risk assessment and risk management “process” for this type of land development has 

been accepted by MOECC since 1996. They reiterate that a local project subject to similar 

constraints and was successful is the Shipyards development.  
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Summary 

 

The subject lands are clearly intended to comprise a significant contributor to the town’s 

planned community fabric and structure. This is reinforced in the Town of Collingwood Official 

Plan.  The lands have an approved Draft Plan (2008) with extensions to said approval being 

granted by the Town.  The lands are appropriately zoned residential in order to implement the 

Draft Plan development.   

 

As with other development parcels within the Town, the subject lands had historic land uses 

that have resulted in compromised soils.  There are acceptable means and processes to 

address such soils.  As of 2016/17 the Owners are proposing to deal with the soils by removing 

identified impacted soils and placing them in an engineered location subject to accepted 

environmental methods to use impacted soil to build up and cap an area suitable for public 

open space purposes. 

 

In order to implement this approach the Draft Approved plan will require a minor redline 

revision and, the implementing zoning By-law will need to be amended in order to zone the 

subject block “REC”. 

 

We trust this cover planning report and the accompanying materials are sufficient to proceed 

with our applications. Should your office require clarification please do not hesitate to contact 

me at your earliest convenience.  

 

Yours truly, 

 

 

Travis & Associates Inc. 

Colin Travis MCIP RPP 

 

Cc: David Ferracuti, Helen Court Homes 

 Jeremy Lightheart, WMI Engineering 




